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Background: Empowerment is essential for gender equity and health. The city of Malmo ¨, Sweden, has
formulated a development plan for gender equity integration (GEIDP). A ‘Policy Empowerment Index’ (PEI)
was previously developed to assess the empowerment potential of policies.
Objectives: To pilot-evaluate the GEIDP’s potential for empowerment and to test the PEI for future policy
evaluations.
Design: The GEIDP was analyzed and scored according to electronically retrieved evidence on constituent
opinion, participation, capacity development, evaluation adaptation, and impact.
Results: The plan’s PEI score was 64% (CI: 48 78) andwas classified as ‘enabling’, ranging between ‘enabling’
and ‘supportive’. The plan’s strengths were: 1) constituent knowledge and concern; 2) peripheral imple-
mentation;3)protectionofvulnerablegroups;and4)evaluation/adaptationprocedures.Itscoredaverageon:1)
policy agenda setting; 2) planning; 3) provisions for education; 4) network formation; 5) resource mobilization.
The weakest point was regarding promotion of employment and entrepreneurship.
Conclusions: The PEI evaluation highlighted the plan’s potential of constituency empowerment and proposed
how it could be augmented.
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G
ender equity and women’s empowerment are
social determinants of health (1). Power imbal-
ances result in unequal health access and out-
comes, knowledge, skills and employment, living
conditions, and opportunities (2). Public policies have
major impacts on empowerment (3 7).
Despite the European Union’s (EU) gender equity
recommendations, women’s empowerment and inequities
in individual, social, economic, and professional condi-
tions remain a challenge in Europe (8, 9). Sweden has
the tenth highest human development index, the highest
gender equality and the lowest income inequality world-
wide (10 12). Gender equity is considered fundamental in
Swedish internalpolicydevelopment(13), andthecountry
has signed the EU plan for gender equity’s integration
(9, 14). However, differences exist between socially and
economically vulnerable groups and women and men on
living conditions, education and health, power and influ-
ence in society as well as on employment and unpaid
work distribution (15). In addition, Malmo ¨ has the most
ethnically diverse population among Sweden’s big cities
(16, 17). In 2011, the Malmo ¨ city office (henceforth, City)
developed a gender equity integration development plan
(GEIDP), in accordance with EU and national guidance.
Accordingtotheplan,latestbytheyear2013,allofthecity
agencies and services should be working toward equal
distribution of services, resources, power and influence
irrespective of gender, orientation, and background, and,
as the city’s biggest employer, the City should provide
equal employment opportunities, conditions, and salaries,
and move toward a balanced gender distribution at all
work categories (14).
An evaluation index named ‘Policy Empowerment
Index’ (PEI) has been developed by Gavriilidis and
O ¨ stergren (18), aiming to increase understanding on how
policy planning can affect constituent empowerment.
It aspires to do so by assessing the policy elements that
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holder, and constituent feedback.
Evidence-based evaluations are necessary for more
gender-sensitive and empowering policy planning. A few
comparativeevaluationshavebeenattemptedusingadhoc
criteria and policy document content analyses (19 21);
however, generally accepted criteria for such evaluations
are lacking.
This study aimed to pilot-evaluate the Malmo ¨ GEIDP
fromtheperspectiveofcomprehensiveempowermentofits
constituents, in order to contribute with evidence-based
feedback to the policy discussions and to evaluate and
develop the PEI for more comprehensive and systematic
future policy evaluations.
Methods
The PEI was previously developed to assess policy
elements that have a potential impact on empowerment.
It applies logical and discussed scores (from 0 minimum
to 5 maximum) of empowerment potential (18) and
confidence intervals (0 to 5). Due to lack of evidence on
empowering factors’ impacts, the scores are not evidence-
weighted. To make the results more visible, the PEI eva-
luators attach scores to logical statements. For example,
B10% describes ‘a small minority’, 10 50% ‘a significant
minority’, 50 75% ‘a majority’, 75 90% ‘a big majority’,
and 90 100% ‘a vast majority/almost all’, as previously
described (18).
A pilot evaluation of the plan was performed after
a few adaptations: Questions (Q) 10 and 11 (on policy
evaluation and adaptation) were fused, and Q12 was
removed (investigation of related policies) for simplicity
(see Appendix 1). The remaining 10 questions interro-
gated the policy plan on the following issues: 1)
participation; 2) capacity building; 3) evaluation/adapt-
ability. The index questions cover these policy empower-
ment elements as follows:
a. Constituent concern with the policy issue and parti-
cipation in agenda setting (Q1, 2), policy planning
(Q3), and implementation (Q4).
b. Building constituent capacities and opportunities
through education/training (Q5), employment/entre-
preneurship (Q6), network formation (Q7), address-
ing power inequalities (Q8), and resource mobilization
(Q9).
c. Modes of policy evaluation (Q10).
The PEI questions the evaluation of the electronically
retrievedevidenceaddressingthem;thePEIstandardsand
scoresarepresentedinAppendix1.Eachquestion’sargued
scores and CI of the GEIDP are averaged to generate
a total score and CI, which are presented as proportions
of the maximum 50 for intuitiveness. A summary and
discussion of the evaluation and the final result is
presented in ‘Results’ and in Table 1.
According to the PEI, a policy can be classified
as ‘Dictative’ (score 0 20%), a top down policy that
disregards constituent empowerment, or ‘Empowering’
(81 100%), an optimally focused, planned, and evaluated
Table 1. Summary of PEI evaluation, City of Malmo ¨, development plan for integration of gender equity
Q1. How many political constituents (residents in any way affected by the plan)
are informed and concerned with the addressed problem?
Score: 3.5 (3 5)
Q2. How was the political agenda set? Did the plan in question start from a
discourse in the community and local grassroots movement advocacy, or by professional experts
and politicians at the City level and above (or both in interaction)?
Score: 3 (2 4)
Q3. How was the policy planned? Did peripheral agencies and interest groups contribute
significantly to the planning?
Score: 2.5 (2 3)
Q4. What percentage of the development plan actions was delegated peripherally for implementation?
Will the plan be implemented mainly by the central or peripheral City authorities?
Score: 5 (4 5)
Q5. Does the policy plan call for education/training of the constituents? Score: 2 (1 3)
Q6. Is peripheral employment and entrepreneurship being strengthened? Will the plan create jobs or business
opportunities for women or men?
Score: 1 (1 2)
Q7. Does the plan promote constituent participation in horizontal and vertical networks? Does the
plan create links between the community members/citizens/residents and between them and
the authorities of the city?
Score: 2 (1 3)
Q8. Are hard to reach, vulnerable or disadvantaged populations being considered and affirmatively
protected and empowered (including vulnerable gender and age groups, socially/physically/economically
disadvantaged individuals, groups and communities)?
Score: 5 (4 5)
Q9. Does the policy provide for or will there most likely be adequate financial, human and other resources? Score: 3 (2 4)
Q10. How will the policy plan be evaluated and adapted? Score: 5 (4 5)
Total: 32 (23 39) Score: 64%
Policy classification: enabling (supportive enabling) CI (46 78)
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(21 40%), ‘Supportive’ (41 60%) or ‘Enabling’ (61 80%)
being the intermediate policy categories as their names
imply [see Appendix 2 for the full definitions of these
policy categories, as in (18)]. These policy categories are
ideal, theoretical models. Real policies may contain
elements from more than one policy type, which average
on the category indicated by the PEI score.
We conducted evidence and public debate/opinion
searches to address each PEI question on constituent
opinion and participation in plan design, implementation
and evaluation/adaptation, and capacity development
through education, employment, networks, and affirma-
tive support. The following search queries were per-
formed on Google, Google Scholar, Web of Science
(WoS), and PubMed in English and Swedish using the
following search queries: [‘gender equity’ AND ‘study’],
[‘gender equity’ AND ‘study’ AND ‘Malmo ¨’], [‘gender1
equity’ AND ‘study’ AND ‘women’], [‘gender equity’
AND ‘study’ AND ‘immigrant’], [[‘survey’ AND [‘gen-
der’ OR ‘women’] AND [‘equity’ OR ‘equality’] AND
[‘Sweden’ OR ‘Malmo ¨’]], [‘survey’ AND ‘gender’ AND
‘immigrant’], [[‘gender’ AND [‘equity’ OR ‘equality’]
AND Sweden]]. Only the first 100 search results from
Google were examined (total 600). Relevant data such as
education and employment statistics and official docu-
ments were retrieved from ‘Statistics Sweden’ (SCB), the
‘City of Malmo ¨’ webpage, and through contact with
city employees. The retrieved documents and statistics
were selected according to relevance to each of the search
questions and to Malmo ¨, and broader inferences to
Sweden were included in the absence of local ones.
The PEI evaluations can optimally be performed by
many evaluators and with stakeholder feedback through
surveys, interviews, and discussions (18); however, due
to practical constraints it was only based on a literature
review performed by two of the co-authors (GG and NN).
The evaluation report was submitted to the ‘Commission
for a Socially Sustainable Malmo ¨’ and was included as
an element in its final proposal (22, 23).
Results
A total of 778 documentswere retrieved and examined for
relevance on Google and Google Scholar (600), PubMed
(54), and WoS (124). After examination for relevance and
repetition, 70 documents from Google, 30 from PubMed,
and 61 from WoS (total 161) were used for the evaluation.
The complete evaluation and bibliography are pre-
sentedinAppendix1.The questionsandevaluationscores
are summarized in Table 1. Below we summarize the
GEIDP evaluation findings:
Constituent concern and participation
Q1. The GEIDP addresses the persistence of gender
inequity in Malmo ¨, for example, the inequities in employ-
ment, living conditions, education and health, power and
influence in society, wages, expectations, unpaid work
distribution and parental leave, sexual harassment,
and gender-based violence. The evaluation suggests that
between 50 and 90% of Malmo ¨ residents are currently
concerned with gender inequality at home and work, and
with associated issues such as gender-based violence.
Q2. Gender equity is of widespread concern in Sweden
and internationally, and the agenda for this policy
appears to have been set beyond the city level, although
non-expert local constituents (e.g. party members) have
raised the issue in Malmo ¨. The EU and State roles in
driving the issue toward the City Council and Board seem
to dwarf the local community contributions.
Q3. This is a centrally conceived policy plan with
significant but not determining peripheral feedback by
local authorities (such as local councils), agencies (such
as the educational, technical and cultural agencies) and
interest groups (such as the teachers’ union), some of
which had developed their own plans for gender equity.
Q2 and Q3 could profit from further discussion and input
from the policy-planners.
Q4. The plan is to a very large extent delegated to the
peripheral authorities, agencies, departments and busi-
nesses for implementation. A number of city departments
and agencies have already designed their adapted plans.
However, the overall control, supervision and support are
left to the central authority.
Building constituent capacities and opportunities
Q5. The plan relies significantly and invests on education
on gender equity issues among the City employees at all
levelsbutmainlyforcoordinatorsandmentionismadefor
education as a means of more equitable social integration.
Gender education is targeted toward students of all levels,
from primary school to university and leaders. However,
no specific programs for targeted training in areas where
women or men are lagging behind are planned although
some especially vulnerable groups are supported for job
seeking by publicly supported programs.
Q6. There is some direct creation of employment
through this plan, mainly in its implementation in educa-
tion on gender, gender sensitive budgeting and commu-
nication and in application of gender disaggregated
statistics as well as, indirectly, through developmental
benefits, private sector attitude change and fairer parental
leave distribution. However, there is no explicit provision
for extra jobs; therefore the impact on jobs seems unlikely
to exceed 1% of the city’s employable residents (i.e. aged
16 64).
Q7. The plan calls directly for the responsibility of the
City to support gender equity contact persons of periph-
eral administrations and companies through an existing
website (malmo.se/jamstalldhet) and the city intranet
(KomIn). Indirectly, it aims to place new emphasis on
Gender equity plan empowerment evaluation
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model for wider equity in the society. The discussions
and seminars are likely to improve the communication
between the many groups concerned with gender equity,
institutions, agencies and businesses active in Malmo ¨ and
between those and the City. Given the large number of
existing groups, it is unlikely that many new groups and
networkswillbeformedbecauseoftheplan.Therefore,the
proportion of constituents that the plan will indirectly
motivate to participate in these links is unlikely to exceed
10% of the resident population.
Q8. Despite living in one of the world’s most equitable
societies, many women in Sweden can still be considered
disadvantaged and vulnerable. Seventy two percent of
all leaders and 82% of board members of publicly listed
companies are men. Only 16% of professors are women
andawoman’saveragesalaryis8%lowerthanaman’s.The
aggregate total income of women is 70% of men’s while
theycontributethrewtimesmoreinunpaidservices.Onein
five women feels that she is being treated unequal at work
and one in four is unhappy with gender equity in this
country. There are over 25,000 crime reports, mostly by
intimate partners, and around 6,000 rapes against women
every year. Malmo ¨ is 37th among 290 municipalities on
the SCB’s gender equity index (Ja ¨mindex), last among
the major cities. Forty percent of its population has an
immigrant background and 30% were actually born
abroad. Immigrant women often face even more chal-
lenges toward employment and empowerment. Men are
also disadvantaged in regards to parental leaves.
The plan calls directly for improvement in the both
genders situation among the City’s employees first, and
through the handling of public matters to all the gender-
disadvantaged residents of Malmo ¨, clearly more than
10% of the population.
Q9. Central (City Council) funding and resources
(mainly human) are called for, which are most likely to
be sufficient since significant funds have already been
budgeted and allocated and the City currently has suf-
ficient financial assets and budget commitments were
made. Given the local and national academic environ-
ment’s focus on gender knowledge and human resources
are also most likely to be available.
Modes of policy evaluation
Q10. The plan calls for annual, gender disaggregated
statistics of measurable targets and consequence reports
from the city boards and administrations to be continu-
ously created, and an annual revision update report and
analysis will be presented by the city board. The City will
be responsible for the overall follow-up of gender equity
integration?s progress by the city administrations and also
provide support and coordination (24, p. 15). In addition
to the statistics the plan explicitly asks for qualitative
equity analyses, in order to sample the ‘residents and users
experiences through different kinds of surveys’ (24, p. 24).
The City Council must approve changes in the plan.
However, as adequate authority is delegated peripherally
for implementation, several city departments and admin-
istrations have already formulated and adapted the plan
to their situations so this is also likely to happen after the
evaluations.
Evaluation conclusions
After applying the index scores to these questions (see
Table 1 and Appendix 1), a total score of 64% (46 78%)
best describes the policy plan as ‘Supportive’ of empow-
erment and ranging between the ‘Supportive’ and ‘En-
abling’ PEI policy categories (see Appendices 1 and 2).
The policy plan’s strong points according to the index
are: 1) the wide constituent knowledge and concern with
gender inequality (Q1); 2) the peripheral implementa-
tionbythecitydepartments,administrations,agenciesand
companies(Q4);3)theprotectionconferredtowomenand
men against gender discrimination by the City as employ-
er,andthepushforsupportbytheCityagenciesforamore
equitable societyand empowerment through employment,
education and fairer distribution of resources and agency
(Q8); and iv) the comprehensive evaluation and adapta-
tion procedures in the city (Q10).
The plan scored average on the following points:
1. A centrally set policy agenda (Q2). Although
initiated by grassroots movements, the gender
equity agenda in Sweden is nowadays pushed
forward by international and national agencies,
outside the constituent communities. One central
assumption of the PEI is that policies are more
empowering when their constituents own them from
their conception. Obviously the plan is part of a
wider policy framework, which has sprung from
population movements in the mid-1900s. However,
the PEI here estimates its own empowering poten-
tial, and not that of the overall gender equity policy.
2. TheplanningwasdonemainlybyCity-officeexperts,
with no game-changing peripheral and lay contribu-
tions (Q3). Active, wide and equitable constituent
participation in policy planning may be effort- and
time-consuming but has a potential to empower by
delegating agency and influence, and through better
responding to current and consensual community
needs.
3. The plan’s provisions for education are focused on
gender issues (Q5). Additional capacity develop-
ment could stem from more explicit support to skill
development to overcome proficiency inequalities.
4. Emphasis is placed on communication, but new
network formation is limited (Q7). The existing
networks could always benefit from more vivid and
wide participation. Maximization of contacts and
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community toward coming up with innovative
solutions and faster norms’ change, benefiting from
Malmo ¨?s cultural diversity.
5. Resources may be adequate, but more local, creative
resource mobilization, e.g. advice for promotion of
volunteerwork,orevenacommunity‘inequalitytax’
could generate local funds for equity programs, pro-
moting local ‘ownership’ of the plan’s components
(Q9).
According to this evaluation, an issue where the plan
can be improved from empowerment’s perspective is on
promotion of specific and targeted employment and
entrepreneurship (Q6). The City has the capacity to
promote equitable employment not only as an employer
but also through its regulations, services and programs.
It can be argued that unemployment levels in the city are
relatively low. However, disadvantaged groups certainly
exist, such as within ethnic, age groups, or with specific
professional orientations, penal and addiction histories.
Part time or temporary work is also problematic for
sustainable career development, economic independence
and empowerment.
Discussion
We conducted a pilot evaluation of a Swedish gender
equityplanusinganempowermentindex,basedondiverse
evidence sources, ranging from official documents, statis-
tics and peer reviewed articles to published and electronic
news and debates. Our aim was to provide feedback to the
policymakers on the GEIDP aswell as to test and develop
the PEI for future policy evaluations for empowerment.
There is a clear need for a richer policy discourse
and feedback on policy design (25). Public policies are
most commonly evaluated after their implementation,
whenever this is possible. This is easier for some policy
types, such as monetary and health policies, where the
impacts can often be measured. Few others have focused
on various models of policy document content analysis
according to predefined criteria, which apply best to
gender equity policies (19 21). Thus, they have been able
to compare gender equity provisions and gender main-
streaming among health policies. Such approaches are
obviously valuable for policy discourse and development;
however, more systematic and generally accepted and
applicable, synoptic tools such as indexes should be
developed to turn the art into science. To date, no
evaluations of constituent empowerment by policies
have been found other than our previous evaluation of
the South African traditional medicine policy plan (18).
That policy was found to be less empowering that the
GEIDP [PEI score 42% (27 57)], mainly due to minor
peripheral participation in the planning and implementa-
tion; however, comparisons among policies with such
different scopes and contents using the PEI, although
of interest from an overall empowerment perspective,
are in need of further validation and standardization of
the index and its methodology. We argue that empower-
ment of the constituents is important for democratic
policy planning and that planning stage evaluations using
standardized tools can contribute toward better-designed
policies. The PEI is an effort in that direction.
This evaluation has significant limitations. Conces-
sions were made in regards to the number of evaluators
and the sampling of stakeholder responses due to time
and staff availability constraints. The PEI evaluation can
optimally be performed by three or more evaluators
including members of the constituency, and combined
with more extensive surveys.
However, an extensive review of both official and lay
documents on the world’s broadest discussion forum,
the World Wide Web, strengthens the validity of the
findings. The use of both official and unofficial sources in
the evaluation enriches the discourse about the plan,
including sources that may be ignored by policymakers.
We also communicated with a member of the policy-
making team who responded to six out of the 10 PEI
questions, suggesting a score of 80%, where our score for
those questions was 66%. Similar feedback from several
policy stakeholders could further validate our findings.
The PEI may be inadequate for comprehensive feed-
back to policy planners. However, it can be combinedwith
existing and further developed socioeconomic, political,
and health indicators such as the Gini income inequality
index, OECD indicators (26), the gender equity index
(Ja ¨mindex) (27), the Gender-related Development Index
(GDI), the Gender Empowerment Measure (GEM), the
Gender Gap Index (GGI), theGender Status Index(GSI),
The African Women’s Progress Scoreboard (AWPS), and
the UNDP Gender Mainstreaming Scorecard (28, 29).
More comprehensive indexes and indicators, for example,
also measuring well-being and sustainability, are needed
for a more holistic understanding of social welfare and
progress (30).
Also, a single policy plan evaluation may be inade-
quate. Complementary plans and strategies may increase
the overall policy’s empowerment potential. Therefore,
a multi-sectorial policy ‘cluster’ evaluation is proposed
as the next step.
Conclusions
An empowerment evaluation of the Malmo City’s policy
plan to increase gender equity in all aspects of city life
showed that the plan has a strong potential to empower its
constituency, being, according to the PEI terminology,
‘supportive’ and potentially even ‘enabling’ of empower-
ment’ with a PEI score of 64% (46 78%) (see Appendix 1).
The plan’s main strong point according to this evaluation
lies in the protection against gender discrimination in
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agency.Proposalsthatemergefromtheanalysisaretoward
proactive job creation for vulnerable groups and more
delegated policy conception and planning.
Comprehensive policy evaluations can contribute to-
ward a more participatory, community enriching and
effective policy planning, facilitating the achievement of
developmental and public health goals. The PEI can be
a part of such evaluations.
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Results of the Policy Empowerment Index Evaluation of the Malmo ¨ city’s Gender Equity Integration
Development Plan
The full report can be found at the Malmo ¨ city’s web site: http://www.malmo.se/download/18.31ab534713cd4aa921
379ea/Prooposal inc evalutation.pdf
Q1. How many policy-affected constituents are informed and concerned with the problem being addressed?
0) No one
1) B10%,
2) 10 50%,
3) 50 75%,
4) 75 90%,
5) 90 100%, of constituents
According to the evidence search:
The problem that the GEIDP addresses is the persistence of gender inequity in Malmo ¨, for example, the inequities in
employment, living conditions, education and health, power and inﬂuence in society, wages, expectations, unpaid work
distribution and parental leave, sexual harassment and gender-based violence.
According to recent surveys, over 75% of Swedish men andwomen support abalanced distribution of unpaidwork and
salaries, and 86% of employees believe that gender salary differences are wide (18, 32), although the populace does not
prioritize gender equity over other issues (33 35). Sweden is one of the most gender equal societies (36 38), despite
differences in salaries andwork positions (24, 39 45), unpaid homecare and parental leave (46 57), and in healthcare (58,
59). Women areconcerned about unequal opportunities and one in ﬁvewomen feels gender-discriminated at work (60 62).
Around 60% of both men and women want a fairer distribution of parental leave (63).
Many Malmo ¨ residents are concerned about gender equity, and gender issues feature in basic and higher education
curricula (64 66); however, no local surveys were found. Malmo ¨ has a higher percentage of residents with foreign
background than the rest of Sweden: 30% born abroad, 41% with foreign background (20). Immigrants may have different
views from natives on gender equity, but, according to global surveys, a large proportion of them are expected not only to
know and be concerned but also to agree that men and women should have equal rights (60 97%), although fewer people
globally believe that there is more to do about gender equity (from 35% in Egypt to 81% in France) (67, 68).
The GEIDP addresses the lackof gender equity in Malmo ¨, beginning with safeguarding equal opportunities, conditions
and rewards by the city as employer, and through the city departments?, administrations? and companies? services and
distribution of resources (17).
In the absence of recent local statistics on Malmo ¨ resident views on gender equity, the above evidence suggests that
between 50 and 90% of Malmo ¨ residents are currently concerned with gender inequality at home and work, and with
associated issues such as gender-based violence, which the GEIDP aims to address. A local sampling of opinion, such as
through the PSA survey, can be useful to narrow the conﬁdence interval. PEI Score: 3.5 (range 3 5)
Q2.Howwasthepoliticalagendaset?Didtheplaninquestionstartfromadiscourseinthecommunityandlocalgrassroots
movement advocacy, or by professional experts and politicians at the City level and above (or both in interaction)?
By:
0) Some non-legitimate leader/authority, non-transparently
1) experts, centrally
2) experts, multi-level or peripherally
3) mixed (experts and lay stakeholders), centrally
4) mixed, multi-level
5) mixed, peripherally
According to the evidence search:
Gender Equity was added to Swedish political agenda after the economic transformation and the global feminist
movement (1960s), and gained political support in the 1970s (69, 70).
The current plan is a response to international guidance (71) and more speciﬁcally an EU proposal signed by national
representatives (12, 72). Although many local, national and international groups with local representation and political
partybrancheshavegenderequityhighintheiragenda(37,71,73 84),arelativedelayinimplementationinMalmo ¨ maybe
the result of satisfaction with the current situation and maybe even some controversy on gender equity’s social and health
effects (34, 35, 63, 85 92). An interesting report suggests that evolution of family gender norms has lagged behind policy
makers’ideas(63).Onthecontrary,signiﬁcantevidencewasfoundforanationalandinternationalagendaforgenderequity,
supported by human rights, macroeconomic and macro-demographic priorities (91, 93 104).
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(see also Q1) and thus the agenda for this policy appears to have been set beyond the city level, although non-expert local
constituents (e.g. party members) have raised the issue in Malmo ¨. The EU and State roles in driving the issue toward the
City Council and Board seem to dwarf the local community contributions. However, this conclusion can be contested by
survey input and further discussion with the policy stakeholders. PEI Score: 3 (2 4)
Q3. How was the policy planned? Did peripheral agencies and interest groups contribute signiﬁcantly to the planning?
The plan/policy was drafted by:
0) Some non-legitimate leader/authority, non-transparently
1) experts, centrally
2) experts, multi-level or peripherally
3) mixed (experts and lay stakeholders), centrally
4) mixed, multi-level
5) mixed, peripherally
According to the evidence search:
The planning was done at the City of Malmo ¨ (105) after a stakeholder opinion evaluation and signiﬁcant contributions
from peripheral agencies and stakeholders, such as the community councils, the educational, technical and cultural
agencies, the local house construction company (MKB) and unions (such as the teachers’) among others, through
meetings and written responses to a plan draft (106).
1
However, the planners were city employees with experience in gender issues, thus considered experts, without lay
community stakeholders among them. The peripheral feedback was signiﬁcant but not game-changing for the plan’s ﬁnal
formulation(25, 107).The planﬁrmlycomplieswiththepre-existing cityplan,theEU charterandtheSwedish government
and agencies’ guidance (12, 72, 107 111). No evidence of signiﬁcant Malmo ¨ or other residents’ or agencies’ participation
was found in those documents.
In addition, peripheral city departments appear to have followed the city in their planning instead of contributing their
own plan proposals to the ﬁnal plan formulation (112 118), although one department had already formulated a gender
equity plan based on the previous guidance (113) and another had signiﬁcant relevant experience (114). This issue,
together with Q2 can proﬁt from further discussion and input from policy-planners. PEI Score: 2.5 (1 3)
Q4. What percentage of the development plan actions was delegated peripherally for implementation? Will the plan be
implemented mainly by the central or peripheral City authorities?
0) No delegation
1) B10%
2) 10 50%
3) 50 75%
4) 75 90%
5) 90 100%
According to the evidence search:
The plan is to a very large extent delegated to the peripheral authorities, agencies, departments and businesses for
implementation (17, pp. 8, 9, 13, 14, 15), especially in regard to the city services. Only a few of its measures will be
implemented at the central city level, and those mainly concern the City working environment (17, p. 8).
The City is employing less than 10% of Malmo ¨’s active workforce, total workforce or population (23, 119 122). This
proportioncanbeusedasanindicatorofthemagnitudeofcentralvs.peripheralimplementationneededforthemeasuresre-
quiredbytheCityasanemployer,e.g.education training,recruitmentandoveralladaptationoftheworkingenvironment.
However, overall control, supervision and support remain with the central authority, the City Board and Council (17,
pp. 10, 14). The municipal boards, agencies and companies will be equipped with one or more contact persons
coordinating implementation and follow-up of the plan (17, pp. 13, 14) while leaders at all levels are held responsible for
the implementation (17, p. 15).
A number of city departments and agencies have already designed their adapted plans (112 114, 116, 117, 119, 123).
PEI Score: 5 (4 5)
Q5. Does the policy plan call for education/training of the constituents?
0) B1%
1) 1 10%
1The annual population increase (3,800 people, or 1.25% of the residents in 2011) was not taken into account. The above proportions remain
between 10 and 50% even after much more significant population increase.
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According to the evidence search:
The plan relies signiﬁcantly on education on gender equity issues among the City employees, at all levels but mainly
coordinators and leaders (17, pp. 7, 10 12, 17, 25) and mention is made for education as a means for more equitable
social integration (17, p. 19).
Commitment for advancement of gender equity can be found in the last City budget (124, Q9). The City department of
education has already formulated its equity plan, with a signiﬁcant number of activities for City employees, leaders and
support to schools by gender educators, and more such personnel with experience in gender issues, gender equitable
budget work and communication, is sought by public announcements (123, 125). In 2011, 9,000 employees were trained
through role-plays at work, and 141 people were trained as play leaders ((122, 123) p. 13) on diversity issues. The total
number of employees on December 31st 2011 was 20.521, increased by 545 from the previous year and the City had an
annual employee turnover of 1560 (122, pp. 8, 10). If similar numbers are maintained, a little over 40,000 city employees
may be employed and, according to the plan’s objectives receive some kind of training for gender equity over the plan’s
implementation decade, not counting potential interns (900 in 2011) and day-workers. This accounts for approximately
18% of residents aged 6 64 (see footnote 1) (23, 126).
Regarding the plan’s provisions for the City as a service provider, evidence was found that gender education targeted
toward students of all levels, from primary school to university (127 130), city employees (122, 130, 131) and leaders
(125, 131), is already advancing. Clearly education on gender issues is needed to address norms that hinder gender equity
at home and work (55, 132 134) and to protect women from violence and harassment (134). Even in public educational
institutions, study materials (133), training programs (135, 136), and educators’ knowledge and attitudes can improve
(126). The city?s population enrolled in educational programs in 2010 11 amounted to 27,328 aged 6 15 and 34,911 aged
16 64, totaling 62,239, or 27.3% of total residents aged 6 64 (see footnote 1) (23, 126, 136 139).
The question arises if more education and training can increase population empowerment in Malmo ¨. There evidently
exists a high degree of gender equity regarding both on-going education and education levels in Malmo ¨ and overall in
Sweden (126, 136, 139), but signiﬁcant differences exist at different areas of training, with higher proportions of men in
technical positions andlowerin caretrainings, and a lower proportion of women in research (139). Women arealso lagging
behind in top job positions and entrepreneurship (39, 40, 139) and some ethnic groups of women have very low levels of
ofﬁcial employment (24). It is thus obvious that some more targeted training (such as leadership management and
entrepreneurshipcoursesforwomen)andanoverallcorrectionofthesedifferencescouldwidenthecareeropportunitiesfor
signiﬁcant additional population numbers and thus empower the Malmo ¨ community. However, no speciﬁc programs for
targeted training in areas where women or men are lagging behind are planned (17, 123), although some especially
vulnerablegroupsaresupportedforjobseekingbypubliclysupportedprograms(140).Onlyaround17.4%ofresidentsaged
16 64 are receiving education at the moment (23, 126, 136 139).
Thus, mainly employees and current students are eligible to receive some extra education by the plan before 2020, which
accountsforaround 46%ofthetotalthatiseligibletostudyresidentpopulation(seefootnote1)(2011).PEIScore:2(1 3)
Q6. Are peripheral employment and entrepreneurship being strengthened? Will the plan create jobs or business
opportunities for women or men?’
0) No
1) employment/entrepreneurship for B1%
2) employment for 1 10%
3) employment for  10%
4) some entrepreneurship and self-employment for 1 10%
5) broad entrepreneurship and self-employment for  10%
According to the evidence search:
There is some direct creation of employment through this plan, mainly in its implementation.
The plan aims to eliminate gender discrimination by raising awareness on gender issues among employees and leaders,
controlling unequal recruitment and remuneration, and promoting equal employment conditions and opportunities
(17, p. 8) as well as guaranteeing equitable activities, services, treatment, exercise of public authority, distribution of
resources, power and inﬂuence (17, p. 7). Leaders and employees will be educated on gender, gender sensitive budgeting
and communication and gender disaggregated statistics and reporting will be implemented (17, p. 8 11). Educators with
experience in gender issues will thus be needed and relevant provisions have already been made (123, 125). Given the
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extra work-time.
Extra funds are earmarked for gender equity in the 2012 budget (23, pp. 26, 48). All administrations and municipal
companieswill assign at least one contact person responsible for the equity integrations coordination (17, p. 13). There are
10 peripheral administrations and 14 municipal companies, so this requirement could create a few new jobs. However, no
explicit provision for extra jobs was found in the current budget and revision of personnel (23, 124). In any case, new
educators and coordinators together will not account for more than 0.5% of the eligible to work resident population of
201,123 aged 16 64 (see footnote 1) (137, 138).
Additional employment and entrepreneurship may be created by facilitating access to ‘work, housing, culture,
information communication as well as social and medical help’ (17). Although to a large extent these services are already
in place, more targeted activities are well needed (131, 140, 141) and some programs targeting young or marginalized
women have already been put in place (39, 142). However, in the absence of an explicit call for job creation, the impact of
such programs is expected to be proportionally low.
The plan is also unlikely to create new jobs through its goal for an equitable balance of recruitment and
employment. Among the city’s 20,521 non-day-worker employees, 77.2% were women and 22.8% were men, with
women also occupying more leadership positions (124. pp. 12). Sweden is now one of the few European countries with
increasing gender desegregation in its labor, though a decade ago was regarded a high-employment and high-gender-
segregated country in EU (143, p. 18). However, the European labor market analysis of gender segregation reports that
there is a gender polarization of jobs where women, although with a higher employment rate, are more associated with
‘feminized’ jobs relating to teaching, care giving, etc., while men are involved in computing and technical jobs (143, p. 8).
This could contribute to narrow skill development, labor supply and resultant biased employment opportunities
(143, p. 43). This gender imbalance in favor of women implicitly serves to balance inequalities in favor of men in the
private sector (40 46, 60, 61, 144, 145), and some ‘structural’ work inequalities in Swedish society (such as in
leadership roles, gender biased training, work orientations and unpaid home care) (46 51, 55) and thus a signiﬁcant
change seems unlikely. In any case, any new positions for one sex will be at the cost of the other, so no new jobs can be
thus created.
2
There are four other ways through which this plan may increase employment:
1) More generous parental leave regulation by the City (17, p. 18) will create gaps to be ﬁlled with part or full-time
workers (128, 146)
2) Academic programs and research (17, p. 11, 128, 147) can create jobs and careers.
3) Gender equity has been shown to enhance growth in the long-term (98, 100, 148, 149), which in turn may create
jobs and business opportunities.
4) The private sector may follow the city in providing education on gender, more generous parental leaves and better
balanced recruitment and employment. Evidence was found of a good corporate predisposition toward gender
equity in Sweden and the province of Scania (Ska ˚ne) where Malmo ¨ is the capital (60, 145, 149, 150), and research
on favorable impact on workers? physical and mental health may further support this trend (57, 151).
However, given the absence of a direct call for job creation, the overall contribution of the plan on employment is very
unlikely to exceed 1% of the city?s 201,123 residents (see footnote 1) aged 16 64 (24, 137, 138), of whom over 40% (2010)
are not employed (23, 24, 39, 40, 131, 137, 138, 140, 141).
3 PEI Score: 1 (1 2)
Q7. Does the plan promote constituent participation in horizontal and vertical networks? Does the plan create links
between the community members/citizens/residents and between them and the authorities of the city?
Promotion of networking of constituents:
0) No
1) all for B1%
2) indirect for 1 10%
3) indirect for  10%
4) explicit/direct for 1 10%
5) explicit/direct for  10%
2This question addresses the total employment for the constituency as a factor of total empowerment. The special support for vulnerable groups
is captured by question 8.
3Purposefully, the PEI counts the absolute job creation (i.e. among the total eligible population) and not among the unemployed. This is because
it aims to count the absolute policy contribution to the community empowerment. A reduction of an already low unemployment may do little in
that regard, and, for example, a 100% fully, permanently and happily employed community cannot be empowered further by job creation. In
addition, unemployment statistics often do not reflect the reality of insufficient occupation or abandon and withdrawal from the job market. In
other words, few new jobs always mean little additional empowerment.
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The plan calls directly for the responsibility of the City to support gender equity contact persons of peripheral
administrations and companies through networking. This will happen through personal communication, an existing
website (malmo.se/jamstalldhet) and the city intranet (KomIn) (17, p. 13). In this way, the existing horizontal and vertical
networks of the City will be enhanced for the coordinators and leaders involved in the project which will probably not
account for more than a few hundred constituents (less than 1% of the constituency) (23).
Indirectly, GEIDP aims to put new emphasis on the issue, by spreading knowledge and serving as a model for wider
equity in the society. The discussions and seminars are likely to improve the communication between the many groups
concerned with gender equity, institutions, agencies and businesses active in Malmo ¨ and between those and the City.
Around 100 women’s and men?s groups actively pursue gender equity in Scania, with over 10,000 local members (23, 73 
75, 77). Although this could include duplicate memberships, the number may easily exceed 1% of the constituency (3,000
members).
Given the large number of existing groups, it is unlikely that many new groups and networks will be formed because of
the plan. Therefore, the proportion of constituents that the plan will indirectly motivate to participate in these links is
unlikely to exceed 10% of the resident population (30,000 members) (23, Q5). More accurate statistics of residents
involved in groups and networks in Malmo ¨ would be useful in this regard. PEI Score: 2 (1 3)
Q8. Are hard to reach, vulnerable or disadvantaged populations being considered and afﬁrmatively protected and
empowered (including vulnerable gender and age groups, socially/physically/economically disadvantaged individuals,
groups and communities)?
0) No
Yes,
1) some for B1%
2) indirect for 1 10%
3) indirect for  10%
4) explicit/direct for 1 10%
5) explicit/direct for  10%
Despite living in one of world’s most equitable societies, many women in Sweden can still be considered disadvantaged and
vulnerable.Seventytwopercentofallleadersand82%ofboardmembersofpubliclylistedcompaniesaremen.Only16%of
professorsarewomenandawoman’saveragesalaryis8%lowerthanaman’s.Theaggregatetotalincomeofwomenis70%of
men’swhiletheycontributethreetimesmoreinunpaidservices(55,152).Oneinﬁvewomenfeelssheisbeingtreatedunequal
atworkandoneinfourisunhappywithgenderequityinthiscountry(60,62).Thereareover25,000crimereports,mostlyby
intimate partners, and around 6,000 rapes against women every year (55).
Malmo ¨ is 37th among 290 municipalities on the SCB’s gender equity index (Ja ¨mindex), last of the major cities (28).
Some recent prominent crimes have raised public attention to violence against women (153 157). Forty percent of its
population has an immigrant background and 30% has actually been born abroad (23). Immigrant women often face
even more challenges toward employment and empowerment (24).
Some men are also disadvantaged. Only 22% of parental leaves go to men (18, 55), who are also more likely to spend
holidays away from family (146). Some feel unhappy with the state’s ‘afﬁrmative action’ for gender equity, and demand
same ‘game rules’ instead of equitable ones (63).
The plan calls directly for improvement in the both genders situation among the City’s employees ﬁrst, and through the
handling of public matters to all the gender-disadvantaged residents of Malmo ¨, clearly more than 10% of the population
(122, Q5). PEI Score: 5 (4 5)
Q9. Does the policy provide for or will there most likely be adequate ﬁnancial, human and other resources?
0) no provision
1) inadequate, central
2) inadequate, mixed or peripheral
3) adequate, central
4) adequate, mixed (central and peripheral)
5) adequate, peripheral
According to the evidence search:
Central vs. Peripheral: According to the plan, the City Council has the overall responsibility for the funding of the plans
goals by the annual budget (17, p. 14). The peripheral administrations and boards are made responsible to allocate
budget and other resources for their own gender equity targets and instructions are given for gender budgeting (17, pp. 14,
23) but the funds are provided by the City budget (124, p. 47).
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gender equity at the city departments and agencies. However, the peripheral administrations and companies are asked to
assign contact persons responsible for the coordination, and educators will be needed for the necessary training on gender
issues (see Q5 and6). According to the City?s recruitment report, manyof these human resources arerecruitedamong local
young people and minorities (122, p. 5). No mention is made for any prioritization of members of the recruiting agencies’
communities, where in any case it may be difﬁcult to ﬁnd the expertise needed for these positions (125).
In conclusion, the plan calls mainly for central ﬁnancial and human resources.
Sufﬁcient vs. insufﬁcient: Signiﬁcant funds have already been allocated to advance the plan’s aim for education (25,
125, 128, 130, 147). Malmo ¨ City has sufﬁcient ﬁnancial assets to fund this plan (124, p. 61) and relevant commitments are
made in the 2012 budget document (124, p. 8, 24, 37). Given the current economic situation and political will (80 82, 130,
158) in Malmo ¨, funds and ﬁxed assets are thus likely to be sufﬁcient. Given the local and national academic
environment?s focus on gender issues (65, 66), knowledge and human resources are also most likely to be available. PEI
Score: 3 (2 4)
Q10. How will the policy plan be evaluated and adapted?
0) By some non-legitimate leader/authority, non-transparently
1) no plan
2) evaluated and adapted centrally, quantitative methodology
3) evaluated and adapted centrally, quantitative/qualitative methodology
4) evaluated and adapted centrally and peripherally, quantitative methodology
5) evaluated and adapted centrally and peripherally, quantitative/qualitative and/or participatory methodology
According to the evidence search:
Theplancallsforannual,genderdisaggregatedstatisticsofmeasurabletargetsandconsequencereportsfromthecityboards
and administrations to be continuously created, and an annual revisionupdate report and analysiswill be presented by the
city board (25, p. 14). The City will be responsible for the overall follow-up of gender equity integration?s progress by the
city administrations and also provide support and coordination (25, p. 15). In addition to the statistics, the plan explicitly
asks for qualitative equity analyses, in order to sample the ‘residents and users experiences through different kinds of
surveys’ (25, p. 24).
In addition, the importance of both quantitative and qualitative aspects are raised in the national policy document on
gender equity (16, p. 86) and previous City, State and private evaluations of the gender equity situation have included
both qualitative and quantitative methods (159 162), and the same applies for local and national related academic
studies (64). Thus, it can be assumed with relative certainty that the plan will be evaluated holistically.
The City Council must approve changes in the plan (25, p. 14). However, as adequate authority is delegated
peripherally for implementation, several city departments and administrations have already formulated and adapted the
plan to their situations (112 117), so this is also likely to happen after the evaluations. PEI Score: 5 (4 5)
Total score: 32 (23 39) or 64% (46 78%). The policy plan can be best described as supportive of empowerment,
ranging between the supportive and enabling PEI policy categories.
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Appendix 2
Policy Empowerment Index Footnotes
The PEI was previously developed to assess policy elements that have a potential impact on empowerment. It applies
logical discussions but, due to lack of evidence on empowering factors’ impacts, not evidence-weighted scores (from
0 minimum to 5 maximum) of empowerment potential (21) and conﬁdence intervals (0 5). In orderto make the results
morevisible)thePEIevaluatorsattachscorestologicalstatements.Forexample, B10%describes‘asmallminority,10 50%
‘asigniﬁcantminority’,50 75%‘amajority’,75 90%‘abigmajority’and90 100%‘avastmajority/almostall’aspreviously
described (21).
Unless otherwise speciﬁed, the score of 0 should be applied when the policy does not beneﬁt the constituents or has a
negative impact.
In the case of insufﬁcient information or non-applicable criteria the relevant questions should be removed and the score
re-adjusted.
The ﬁnal score is presented as a proportion of the maximum points (50).
According to the index, a policy can be classiﬁed as:
1. Dictative: In this policy type, the policy-makers areaddressingaproblem that a minorityof theirconstituents knowor
are concerned about. Mainly expert opinion and central interests guide the policy agenda setting and planning. The plans
call for top down implementations, without signiﬁcant adaptation to peripheral particularities, needs and participation.
The policy does little to build community capacity through education, training or employment opportunities or to protect
vulnerable populations. Human, ﬁnancial and other resources are centrally managed and inadequate. No formative or
summativeimpact evaluations areconsiderednecessaryandcentral, inﬂexiblemechanismsareorareputinplace forpolicy
modiﬁcations. The policy is interdependent with other dictative policies. PEI: 0 20%
2. Directive: A speciﬁc, detailed policy is designed, based on expert opinion and ﬁrm strategic goals, after considering
publicopinionandpossibleopposition,butmainlybasedonpartisanviews(e.g.therulingpartypoliticalideology).Central
andperipheral,expertpanelcommitteesmaycontributetothepolicyplan.Thepolicy-expertsprovideadetailedguidanceto
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(page number not for citation purpose)reach the policy objectives, allowing little deviation in planning and implementation, however taking into consideration
localparticularities,inputandvoicesofobjection,alsoallowingforsomeperipheralparticipation,variationandadaptation
to an extent such that the end outputs remain within the prescribed margins. Contrary to the previous level, peripheral
authorities are respected although relatively passive partners in the policy planning and implementation, under the ﬁrm
guidance of the higher legislative framework. The policy builds peripheral capacity to some extent through education,
training and provisions for limited employment opportunities and participation in peripheral networks. It protects and
empowersafﬁrmativelyaminorityofvulnerableconstituents.Adequate,mainlycentralresourcesareplanned.Thepolicyis
evaluatedcentrallyforpredeﬁnedoutputsandoutcomes,usingquantitativemeasurementsandcanbeadaptedbycentralor
peripheral inputs, albeit rather inﬂexibly. It relates and interacts with directive policies. PEI: 21 40%
3. Supportive: The policy addresses a problem that the majority of its constituents know of and are concerned about.
Lay representatives together with experts contribute in setting the policy agenda and in policy planning, albeit centrally.
A signiﬁcant part of the implementation depends on peripheral mechanisms and peripheral capacity building is provided.
Also, the policy is facilitating wider employment and peripheral network formation and action through legislational
provisions and afﬁrmatively supports the majority of vulnerable constituents. The central authority is providing adequate
funds, advice, and actively supports peripheral implementation, for example, by providing expert advisers, information
and a permissive national policy framework. It evaluates the policy implementation and impact formatively using both
quantitative and qualitative methods and ﬂexible, central mechanisms for adaptation exist or are set. The policy relates
mainly with other supportive policies. PEI: 41 60%
4. Enabling: An enabling policy frequently addresses a problem that the vast majority of those affected know of and
are concerned with. The agenda is set by an interaction of central and peripheral actors, and the policy planning occurs
at close collaboration between the center and the periphery. Implementation is mainly delegated to the periphery. The
policy also encourages peripheral sustained participation in assessment of needs and relevant action through sustained
training and education of constituents, and through promotion of peripheral entrepreneurship, networking and
cooperation at and between different levels. Adequate ﬁnancial, informational and legislative support are combined with
local resources and used as catalysts for peripheral involvement, participation and leadership, thereby promoting
peripheral capacity development, proactively supporting and empowering the vast majority of vulnerable populations.
Peripheral formative evaluation occurs, mainly through quantitative data collection and the policy can be adapted at
least at the peripheral level, ﬂexibly. The policy is part of a wider enabling policy matrix. PEI: 61 80%
5. Empowering: The policy is inspired as well as planned and implemented by the constituents under an empowering
central and peripheral legislative framework, in a representative, consensual, polyphonic, equitably participatory manner,
addressing issues that nearly all the affected constituents are informed and concernedwith. It promotes further peripheral
achievement and a sustainable, social, democratic development through essential, broad capacity development, through
knowledge generation and communication, innovative and expansive peripheral entrepreneurship and asset generation,
and through broad, inclusive and active, vertical and horizontal networks/links. Most vulnerable groups are afﬁrmatively
empowered. Peripheral participatory needs, formative and summative evaluations are conducted in a holistic manner
(quantitative and qualitative, participatory action research) and a continuous feedback drives adaptations ﬂexibly at the
peripheral and central-framework level. Related policies follow the same principles. PEI: 81 100% (21).
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